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Our 
Question
What information is your phone sending out? And to 
whom?
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Why Do We Care?
▫ Types of Information

▫ Data Collection

▫ Personal Privacy
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Why Do We Care?
▫ Types of Information*

▫ What kind of information is sent out about you?

▫ Email addresses

▫ IP addresses

▫ Location information**

▫ Unique Device Identifier (UDID)
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*(Sar 2014)
**(Das 2017)



Why Do We Care?
▫ Response from Apple/Google

▫ App tracking transparency
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Why Do We Care?
▫ Response from Apple/Google

▫ App stores
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Why Do We Care?
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Why Do We Care?
▫ Data Collection

▫ When is data collection happening?

▫ Idle phone

▫ App is in use

▫ After an app is deleted
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Why Do We Care?
▫ Personal Privacy

▫ How many puzzle pieces of a person is required 

to build  a profile?

▫ Facebook is known to successfully predict race, 

religion, and sexual orientation using other 

factors*
10*(Williams 2021)



What Do We Want to Observe?
▫ What information is being received

▫ We expect a social media app to receive feed 

updates

▫ Is there anything unexpected we’re receiving?

▫ What information is being sent

▫ Anything unexpected to someone unexpected?
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What Can We Observe?
▫ The Encryption Problem

▫ Where data is being sent

▫ Where data is coming from

▫ How much data is being sent

▫ When data is being sent
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What Do We Want to Know?
▫ How much information is being sent out?

▫ Total number of packets

▫ Size of packets

▫ Frequency of packets being sent

▫ What information is in these packets?

▫ Are apps required to tell us what information they track?
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What Do We Want to Know?
▫ Deactivation vs. Deletion

▫ Is there a way to revoke consent for information 

gathering?

▫ The big players

▫ Is there a way to avoid giving information to specific tech 

giants i.e. Amazon, Google, Facebook?
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What Have Other People Done?
▫ (Data) packet tracing through third-party applications

▫ How widely used is encryption for social media information?

▫ Is it possible to access personal information from applications 

downloaded on a computer?

▫ Many of the same barriers that impacted us have also been 

problems in the past
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Main Barriers
▫ Encryption

▫ Resources:

▫ Number/types of devices

▫ Time
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Main Barriers
▫ Encryption

▫ Tech companies closely guard encryption models 

and are not required to reveal the data they collect

▫ Research studies often have to exploit security 

risks in order to study the data*

17*(NIcholson 2021)



Main Barriers
▫ Resources

▫ Many platforms take long-term inactivity into 

account when it comes to data collection

▫ We weren’t able to spend this amount of time on 

one platform due to the number of 

accounts/devices available
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Methods
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How do we collect data?

❏ What we wish we could observe
❏ Why we can’t: encryption
❏ What we can observe
❏ Packet captures: .pcap files

HTTPS request

HTTP request
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Basic Experiment
❏ Prep phone
❏ Start observing
❏ Do something
❏ Stop observing
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Experiment Procedure
▫ Packet capture performed in several segments
▫ TikTok experiment example:

▫ Fresh
▫ Installed, not launched
▫ Logged in
▫ Browsing (not idle)
▫ Restarted
▫ Uninstalled
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Specifics
▫ Android and Apple devices 

▫ Personal and factory reset devices

▫ Monitored in idle for control

▫ Third party software to monitor traffic 

▫ Pcap files used to gather and analyze data
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Android: tPacket-Capture
▫ Monitors traffic on device through built-in VPN 

service from Android OS
▫ Saves data as “packet capture”, or .pcap

Request

Response

T

T
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Apple: WireShark Capture
▫ Uses device’s UDID (unique device identifier) to create a 

virtual interface for a device connected via USB
▫ Wireshark monitors traffic through the virtual interface
▫ Saves data as “packet capture”, or .pcap



Wireshark: free & open source packet 
analysis
▫ Deeply customizable and powerful analysis tool
▫ Name resolution of IP addresses
▫ Port filtering
▫ Simple conversion to .csv
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Using domains to learn about sent data:
What apps are doing what?



Domains on Android vs. Apple devices

Hashir’s idle (IOS15)

akamaitechnologies.com akamaiedge.net
akadns.net         akamai.net 29



Apple: Factory Reset Device
▫ Goal: Isolate traffic to a targeted application
▫ Process:

▫ Reset iPhone with as minimal external connections as possible
▫ Monitor idle traffick for control
▫ Download targeted app and create account with google voice 

number
▫ Monitor traffic throughout experiments

▫ Experiments were repeated to observe consistency of results
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Data Analysis
▫ Import CSV to Pandas
▫ Structure data
▫ Graph!
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Data Analysis
Time Source Destination Protocol Length

72.4 10.133.147.141 ord38s32-in-f2.1e100.ne
t

TLSv1.2 438

72.4 ord38s32-in-f2.1e100.net 10.133.147.141 TLSv1.2 1000

76.2 10.133.147.141 ns1.carleton.edu DNS 55

78.9 geo-applefinance-cache.i
nternal.query.g03.yahood
ns.net

10.133.147.141 TCP 611
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Data Analysis
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Data Analysis
Time Source Destination Protocol Length Host

72.4 10.133.147.141 ord38s32-in-f2.1e100.
net

TLSv1.2 438 Google

72.4 ord38s32-in-f2.1e100.net 10.133.147.141 TLSv1.2 1000 Google

76.2 10.133.147.141 ns1.carleton.edu DNS 55 other

78.9 ec2-52-17-143-157.eu-we
st-1.compute.amazonaws
.com

10.133.147.141 TCP 611 Amazon
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Data Analysis
▫ Pie charts - major hosts

▫ Facebook/Meta
▫ Apple
▫ Google/Alphabet
▫ Amazon
▫ Akamai

▫ Time series graphs
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Data Analysis
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Akamai
❏ Leading content delivery network (CDN) services 

provider
❏ Several different domains - akamaitechnologies, 

akamaiedge, etc.
❏ Connections with TikTok, Google, Microsoft
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Results
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Apps opening 
on startup
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Fresh reset IOS vs Android
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Fresh reset IOS vs Android
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Artifact from data collection



Fresh reset IOS vs Android
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Artifact from data collection
Artifact of data collection



Fresh reset IOS vs Android
▫
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Fresh reset IOS vs Android
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❏ Both have startup but mainly apple and google
❏ We have a clean slate to experiment



How are apps 
communicating with our 

phones?
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❏ Packets always being sent
❏ irregular peak height

Using Instagram
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When Open In 
Background
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❏ Regular intervals between data sent
❏ Constant peak height
❏ Feed based app

Instagram Idle, Open In Background
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TikTok Idle, Open In Background
 

❏ Regular intervals between data sent
❏ Constant peak height
❏ Feed based apps need data
❏ Many differences between apps
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Facebook Idle, Open In Background
 

❏ Regular intervals between data sent
❏ Constant peak height
❏ Feed based apps need data
❏ Many differences between apps
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Akamai and TikTok 
Experiment Oddities

❏ Over 90 different akamai domains: 
load-balancing?

❏ Much more data sent proportionally 
while browsing or interacting with app
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Akamai presence before installing?

Packets from Akamai 
domains
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When Closed
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❏ Not as much data
❏ Tapers off after some time

Instagram Idle, Closed
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❏ Not as much data
❏ Tapers off after some time

TikTok Idle, Closed
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How do we stop apps 
communicating with our 

phones
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❏ Waited 3 minutes
❏ No data 

TikTok deleted
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❏ Waited 3 minutes
❏ No data 

Facebook deleted
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❏ Waited 3 minutes
❏ No data 

Instagram deleted
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How do we stop apps communicating?
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▫ Close the app

▫ Delete the app

▫ Still takes some data when 
closed

▫ Big companies own 
multiple applications



What’s Next?
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What’s Next?
▫ Meta Pixel

▫ Mozilla Rally

▫ Future Research
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What’s Next?
▫ Meta Pixel

▫ Publicly available to purchase ad software

▫ Directs internet users to specific websites based on their 

Facebook/Meta data profile*

▫ Allows Facebook/Meta to profit off of data collection 

and expand their network
63*(Woollacott 2021)



What’s Next?
▫ Mozilla Rally

▫ A response to Pixel by Mozilla and The Markup

▫ Attempts to uncover Facebook’s data network to see 

what data and how much is used and shared and sold*

64*(Woollacott 2021)



What’s Next?
▫ Future Research

▫ Solving the “problem” of encryption

▫ How can we get transparency from tech companies 

without endangering personal information?
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What’s Next?
▫ Future Research

▫ Consolidation of cloud providers

▫ Microservices/specific app traffic
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